“The Future of Smartphone Cameras:
It Won’t Be Long Before Smartphone Cameras will be as Good
as Digital Single Lens Reflect (DSLR) Cameras”*
Smartphone cameras today are as good as most Point & Shoot cameras.
They can also capture video in 4K – four times the resolution as an HD TV
can display. The future of smartphone cameras is to migrate toward
multipoint capture arrays that will enable smartphone cameras to generate
photos as good as full-function DSLR cameras.

Array image capture

Single image capture

Figure 1. The future of smartphone cameras is to migrate from single point image capture to array
image capture combined with sophisticated image processing software.
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The cameras in most of the popular smartphones such as the Apple iPhone 6s & the 6s Plus along
with the just announced Samsung Galaxy S7 and Galaxy S7 Edge take really good photos in most
situations. They are now just as good as Point and Shoot cameras (cameras with a built-in lens).
This column discusses the future of the smartphone camera.
The world of cameras – to take a photo or video – has a wide range of devices that serves basic
use all the way up to professional cameras that can control every aspect of the photo or video. As
technology has continued to get better, smartphone cameras have gotten better over the past 10
years. At first, smartphone cameras didn’t have a flash and the digital photos we nowhere as good as
a typical Point and Shoot cameras and nowhere near as good as Digital Single Lens Reflex (DSLR)
cameras.
When there is a wide range of technology available in the market, you have to judge convenience
vs. fidelity to determine if higher fidelity is justified over the convenience. For example, if a
smartphone vender offered you the convenience of a smartphone but with a low end set of features
(e.g. 2MP camera, no video) vs. the fidelity of a slightly larger camera with 12MP, 5x optical zoom
lens, auto-focus and HD video, you’d like take the fidelity of the Point and Shoot camera and its
associated inconvenience of carting around a separate device because the camera in the smartphone
was not good enough for most situations. The Point and Shoot camera is a separate device to carry
around and costs $200 to $300.
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This was the case in mobile smartphone cameras just a couple of years ago. Many people like me
felt it was necessary to carry around a Point and Shoot camera in order to get good, quality digital
images when out to dinner or taking daytime photos with the flash fill and taking adequate quality
digital videos.
But technology has a way of improving year after year. The new capabilities get inserted most
typically in the more costly devices while the older technologies migrate down into the less expensive
models. Over the past few years (2014-2016), the smartphone camera gained tremendous fidelity for
the same cost. As the smartphone camera became ‘good enough’ for most situations, people gave
up their mid-tier Point & Shoot camera and started using their smartphone camera. Today, most
smartphone cameras have at least a 10MP image sensor, flash, auto focus and the ability to zoom on
the back facing camera and nearly as good a set of specs for the forward facing camera. This has
resulted in a large decline in the sales of Point and Shoot cameras.
Now, let’s take a look at the latest specs including the camera in the Samsung Galaxy S7
smartphone:


5.1 inch Quad HD AMOLED display with Always On Mode



Snapdragon 820 SoC



4GB DDR4 RAM



32GB of internal storage, expandable via microSD card



12-megapixel rear camera with Dual Pixel technology with f/1.7 aperture



5-megapixel front camera, again, with f/1.7 aperture



3000mAh battery



IP68 water and dust resistance



Wireless charging



Android 6.0.1 Marshmallow

The S7 camera has 12-megapixel image capture chip down from the 16 megapixels in the Galaxy
S6. However, this was done to improve the low-light capabilities of the camera. More detailed
camera specs on the Galaxy S7 are difficult to find since the camera is not yet shipping.
The individual pixels on the camera are now larger with aperture f/1.7 lens that can capture 95%
more light. There’s also optical image stabilization to reduce blurring. Samsung also announced ‘Dual
Pixels,’ which allows faster autofocus.
The iPhone 6S Plus has the following camera specs:
•

12-MegapixeliSight camera with 1.22µ pixels

•

ƒ/2.2 aperture

•

Live Photos
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•

Optical image stabilization

•

Improved local tone mapping

•

Improved noise reduction

•

Sapphire crystal lens cover

•

True Tone flash

•

Backside illumination sensor

•

Five-element lens

•

Hybrid IR filter

•

Autofocus with Focus Pixels

•

Tap to focus with Focus Pixels

•

Exposure control

•

Auto HDR for photos

•

Face detection

•

Panorama (up to 63 megapixels)

•

Auto image stabilization

•

Burst mode

•

Timer mode

•

Photo geotagging

In a summary comparison, the cameras are better as follows:


Where the Samsung Galaxy S7 camera is better:
o Low light situations (f/1.7 vs. f/2.2)



Where the Apple iPhone 6s Plus camera is better:
o Optical image stabilization built in

There are a number of areas in which the smartphone camera can be improved, including:


Focus – change from using one to four or more image capture points. You can then focus
at any point in the image or you can blur the background. This will also help in low light
situations.



Flash – variable intensity designed to be most appropriate for the lighting situations and
assist with flash fill for daytime photos with the faces of people in the shade.



Zoom – optical zoom vs. cropping. The use of multiple capture points should help being
able to zoom to any point and take full image capture.
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Resolution – this is the number of pixels in which the image is captured in the photo. Most
digital cameras today have at least 5 Megapixels (MP) but some have as high as 15MP.
There comes a point, however, where more megapixels do not enhance the image. For
example, if the image is blurry, you can’t fix the image unless you have multiple image
points. It appears to us that the maximum MP in a smartphone is around 16-20MP.

Multiple image capture points are shown in two companies that are bringing their solutions to
market: Pelican Imaging, Inc. and Light. These two companies both approach making a better
smartphone camera by capturing light from multiple image capture points. Here is a photo of the two
solutions provided by Pelican Imaging:

Figure 2. Pelican Imaging’s two kinds of multiple image capture arrays that enable smartphones to generate
digital images as good as a DSLR.

And, here is the Light multiple image capture point camera:
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Figure 3. Light’s multiple image capture array that enable smartphones to generate digital
images as good as a DSLR.

Here is an example of how Pelican Imaging’s array photo capture points can enable dynamic
focusing that users can adjust at any time: (Figure 4)
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Figure 4. Pelican Imaging’s dynamic focusing. On the left,
notice the girl is in focus, in the center the guy in the back
is in focus and on the right the teddy bear is in focus – all
images dynamically made from Pelican’s 16-array images.
And here is an example of how users can determine how far away objects are in a photo taken my
Pelican’s array imaging technology: (Figure 5)
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Figure 5. Pelican Imaging’s ‘Z’ height image capture enables
the ability to touch part of an image and the system responds
with how far away it is from the camera.
Finally, here is an example of how a really low light image can be enhanced using Pelican
Imaging’s low light enhancement software: (Figure 6)
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Figure 6. Pelican Imaging’s example of correcting a low light environment. The image on the right is
worse than most restaurant lighting. Thus, the image correction software makes a nice low light image.

The real advantage of multiple image capture points is that you can decide later how to focus the
image. You can select a point in the rear to be in focus, let the entire image be in focus or blur the
background like can do with a DSLR camera.
One final area of analysis concerns video. It’s amazing that the latest smartphone cameras can all
take 4K video. Our current HD TVs are 1K resolution. The new capture is 2K x 2K which is called 4K
which represents how much better the image is than with HD. All of the video players can adjust a 4K
video to play on a 1K HD TV. But, you can either play the video on new high resolution display such as
the iMac to see the additional quality.
It won’t be too long before the smartphone can take as good photos and videos as DSLR with the
difference being that you can only add many (professional quality) lenses to the DSLRs. A number of
accessory companies are providing larger zoom lenses for use with a smartphone. However, it is likely
better to use a DSLR in these situations in order to capture the video and photos in more realistic and
easy to manage situations.
So, get ready. Advanced smartphone cameras and associated image processing are going to make
taking photos with smartphones as good as other, larger and more expensive cameras.

* Republished with permission by AOTMP.
If you would like to receive this newsletter directly, send your contact information to
subscribe@mobilesolve.com or go to www.MobileSolve.com.
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Disclosure Statement: From time to time, I may have a direct or indirect equity position in a company that is
mentioned in this column. If that situation happens, then I’ll disclose it at that time.
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